for another divot to fill followed by Chris
Campbell ticking off items completed.
Men’s Representative Jeff Himstedt
holding members attention every Saturday

Editors: Colin & Shirley Martin
Thank you once again to those who
contributed to the content. So please keep
the contributions flowing. If we are
inundated with articles, jokes or stories we
will save them for the next edition. There
are only two more editions for 2022. let’s
make them worthy of publishing!
From the Chair
Winter has arrived with a chill to remind us
to carry our masks if needed, use hand
sanitiser, stay at home if flu symptoms
persist but above all keep safe.
While on the greens members have
braved the wet and cold to now sunny but
cooler winds. Tuesday morning continues
well supported although its hard to see
who is under the shade covers rolling their
bowl thinking it can’t be that long until
morning tea! Janice Ridley guides the
learner to take Line & Length – easy as.
A combination of many hands make light
work almost goes unnoticed however our
Ladies Social committee as always
planning to bring more people to enjoy Sip
& Paint , Fashion Parade plus more at the
club’s facilities. Inside the clubrooms Jan
Williams is accepting fees in the office as
well as assisting Mary and Desley to serve
a warm lunch. Andrea Rhind running
between BDBA Match committees and
club competitions and marking duties with
that beaming smile always. Lesley Maher
pencilling in the latest round winners
preparing game cards and sending results
to Denise Stevenson for permanent
recording so all can check at any time on
Team Up link.
Stock-take time David Taylor is busily
counting coloured bottles within the new
cold room having to exit every few
minutes to thaw out! David Rose looking
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keeping us informed and sending Samford
games results to Sunday Mail for those
that remember to hand their card in. Alan
Clark accepting tasks to offer a fix it while
Jo Usher always ready to serve at Bar and
A/Tea. There are lots more members to
thank in the next edition but to everyone
Thanks for making Samford Bowls Club
the best.
Barry Maher Chairperson

On the 11th June, at the Patron’s and
Presidents Day, at the club, I was asked
to say a few words.
On that day, I found this poem on a tea
towel in the kitchen, and thought I would
like to share it with those unable to attend
or unable to hear on the day.
BOWLS
My husband took up bowling
And he bragged upon the phone
About some wench called Kitty
Whom he couldn’t leave alone
He played with Kitty
He stayed with Kitty
He picked her up without a hitch.
He missed Kitty
He kissed Kitty
He even lay beside her in the ditch.
So I took up bowling to win my hubby
back
And found what he could do with Kitty
I could do with Jack.
I hope you enjoyed this,
Desley Broad
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Vale Mr. Robert Smith

Robert, known to all as Bob was a real
gentleman, honest and loyal. Our club has
lost one of our ‘legends ‘with his passing.
If we were lucky enough to be chosen to
play in a team with Bob we were always
happy as he was a master of the game.
Bob was one part of our BBQ team, the
“Two Bobs”: Specialist’s in the art of
cooking the perfect sausage. He was
always there when needed and always
with a smile. Thank you Bob.
Samford members have known Bob for
many years, playing with or against him. I
do wonder however how many of us knew
that he had done scuba-diving, flying,
para-sailing. Who of us knew that this
fireman from Harrow was a bit of a daredevil? That he enjoyed listening to Dire
Straits? What we did know was his
devotion to his wife, Jan. He was so
pleased when she commenced to play
bowls and so proud when she sent a good
one down the rink.
Samford members will miss seeing Bob
on the green. We will miss seeing him
sitting on the seat watching Jan play. We
will miss him popping in and out and we
will remember him fondly.
Our condolences go to Jan, his family and
friends.
Submitted by Janice Ridley
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ROSTER FOR OFFICE HELPERS FOR
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER
Wednesday 3RD August
Key Holder: Tracey DeKeer
Support: Glynnis Brownhill
Saturday 66h August
Key Holder: Jeff Himstedt
Support: Margaret Evans
Wednesday 10th August
Key Holder: Tracey DeKeer
Support: Glynnis Brownhill
Saturday 13th August
Key Holder: Bill Evans
Support: Jan Williams
Wednesday 17th August
Key Holder: Tracey DeKeer
Support: Glynnis Brownhill
Saturday 20th August
Key Holder: Bill Evans
Support: Jan Williams
Wednesday 24nd August
Key Holder: Tracey DeKeer
Support: Glynnis Brownhill
Saturday 27th August
Key Holder: Geoff Wallace
Support: Margerite Ungerer
Wednesday 311st September
Key Holder: Tracey DeKeer
Support: Glynnis Brownhill
Saturday 3rd September
Key Holder: Geoff Wallace
Support: Margerite Ungerer
Wednesday 7th September
Key Holder: Andrea Rhind
Support: Desley Broad
Saturday 10th September
Key Holder: Jeff Himstedt
Support: Margaret Evans
Wednesday 14th September
Key Holder: Andrea Rhind
Support: Desley Broad
Saturday 17th September
Key Holder: Jeff Himstedt
Support: Margaret Evans
Wednesday 21st September
Key Holder: Andrea Rhind
Support: Desley Broad
Saturday 24th September
Key Holder: Bill Evans
Support: Jan Williams
Wednesday 28th September
Key Holder: Andrea Rhind
Support: Desley Broad
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Maintenance Update from Chris
Greens: Both greens are in good condition, no ducks as well.
When the resurfacing of #2 green was done a couple of years ago there were approximately
24 new drain holes drilled through the surface to increase drainage, however this didn’t
improve things at all and in fact provided another problem with these drain holes subsiding
every now and again causing a small divot that plays havoc with a bowls trajectory and
speed slows dramatically.
David Rose and myself have filled three of these holes over the last three months and
another has appeared on the centreline on rink 12, this will be fixed as well sometime soon,
it only takes five minutes by injecting a floor levelling compound through a syringe to fill the
void, it sets quite quickly.
The carpet gripper on green #2 was also fixed by David and myself recently (David being the
tradesman and me the Trade’s assistant). Two small sections of the gripper about 30 cm
each had come away from the timber it was secured to and was higher than the bowling
surface, the carpet was unclipped and the gripper re-secured with galvanised screws, this
repair was also done on another section of the same green about six months ago.
There is only one small section of the greens that remains damaged, that is on the T at rink
11 clubhouse end, when you tread on it you can feel it is raised slightly, we have attempted
to tamp it down without success, at this stage we just live with it, I have watched bowling on
this rink quite a few times and have never seen a bowl deviate yet at the T.

How far we have come from Sunday afternoon 27th February 2022
Maintenance:
The element for the water heater in the kitchen is still coming, like many items some are
harder to get than others. The gas stove has a leak and several controls, at the front, have
been damaged by people pushing the kitchen trolley in front of the stove and bending gas
controls that now require repairing.
PLEASE KEEP THE TROLLEY AWAY FROM THE STOVE.
Bluroo plumbing will not only be fixing the stove and water heater but also installing the new
water fountain/bubbler.
It is hard to get tradesmen as they are all under the pump, the electrician “Wolfenden
Electrical” is no different, he is to install power outlets between the greens and relocating a
flood light to illuminate the carpark, funding for which has been provided through a grant
from the Samford District Progress Protection Association.
I hope shortly to start the next project to install an insulated roof over a concrete slab
between the shed and clubhouse, courtesy of a grant from the Moreton Bay Council and the
clubs own funds, lighting and power outlets will also be installed.
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Grants: The club has been lucky to have all flood grant applications approved with latest
confirmation of our successful application to the RACQ foundation providing approximately
$9,500 for several items that needed repairs or replacement following the flood. {Not banked
as yet}
There are still opportunities for a further grant to replace all the artificial grass around the
greens, this will be discussed at the Special General Meeting to be held at the clubhouse on
Sunday morning 24th July at 10:00 am. The grant application to the Queensland Department
of Environment and Science to upgrade the tower lighting around the greens at $43,000 is
still going through the approval process, you never know till you have a go!!!!!!
Moreton Bay Regional Council through Division 11 Councillor Darren Grimwade have
provided funding through their discretionary funds of $1760 to sponsor Village Bowls and
Saturday Pairs also through the Local Community Support Grant funding has been provided
of $999 to purchase a cordless vacuum cleaner for the cleaners use. To assist in the flood
cleanup the council also provided $1597 and $20,000 for the new flooring, last but not least
the council through their facility grant have awarded the club $16,385 towards the next club
project “Outdoor Function Area”.MBRC continually support this club throughout the year
which is most appreciated.
Samford Progress and Protection Association have provided us with a grant of $2450 to
provide power on the metal stanchions between the greens to help with functions and also
for lighting for the new function area and relocate a floodlight to the portico to illuminate the
carpark.
The Bendigo Bank Enterprise Foundation have also provided the club with funding for the
CCTV System $5000, $2000 for a new water bubbler and $2000 for the new defibrillator.
Many thanks to this bank as the club has not been associated with them for very long, they
certainly are a community bank.
Flood grant applications:
GRANTS SUBMITTED GRANT FUNDING RECEIVED / USED FOR:
COMMBANK
$10000
Banked
Only to be used for flooring
Qld Dept Sport and Rec
$5000
Banked
Steam Cleaning greens
Peter Dutton
$2000
Banked
Anything
Bowls Qld
$2500
Banked
Anything
QRIDA
$10000
Banked
Anything
MBRC
$1597
Banked
Anything
Bowls Australia
$4000
Banked
Anything
MBRC Restoration Grant:
$20000
Banked
To be spent only on flooring
Bendigo Bank
$2018
Banked
Water fountain
RACQ Foundation
$9366
COMING
Remainder of steam cleaning,
Cleaner cupboard, Biocycle,
Electrical, Seats
FUNDING:
$66,481
PLUS
$ 2,850
Payout from insurance company in
cash for ceiling painting
Total:
$ 69,331
Total Losses to Flood:

$117,341

This includes the Artificial which is
$48,010 GST

At the upcoming Special General Meeting to be held Sunday 24th July at 11:00 am
detail will be provided on steps the board wish to take to have the old artificial grass
removed and installed with new grass of a far better quality.
PLEASE ENSURE YOU ATTEND AND CONTRIBUTE AT THIS IMPORTANT SPECIAL
GENERAL MEETING OF YOUR CLUB
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Answer for last Newsletter Brain
Teaser
Arrange these 9 digits1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9 to form a 3 digit multiple of 3, a 3 digit
multiple of 4 and a 3 digit multiple of 5.
Each digit can only be used once.

Answer is
861 is a 3 digit multiple of 3
932 is a 3 digit multiple of 4
745 is a 3 digit multiple of 5
Margaret Evans
An Irish joke from Frank van de Woude
The Compassionate Irish ……
The Irish are always the first to come to
aid their fellow man ……. passengers in
this case.
Shortly after takeoff on an out-bond,
evening Aer Lingus flight from Dublin to
Boston, the lead flight attendant nervously
made the following announcement in her
lovely Irish brogue:
“Ladies and gentlemen I’m so very sorry,
but it appears that there has been a
terrible mix-up by our catering service. I
don’t know what has happened but we
have 103 passengers on board, and
unfortunately, we have only received 40
dinner meals. I truly apologise for this
mistake and inconvenience”.
When the muttering of the passengers
had died down, she continued,
“Anyone who is kind enough to give up
their meal so someone else can eat, will
receive unlimited drinks for the duration of
the 5 hour flight.

Source: www.johns-jokes.com

Her next announcement came about 3
hours later:
“If anyone is hungry, we still have 40
dinners available”.

Source:
https://za.pinterest.com/gouwsjoe/lawnbowls-cartoons/
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The Resident handyman, mower man,
general roustabout and minder of the
club ………… (Editors)
DAVID ROSE

Lawn Bowls Interesting Facts
1. Lawn bowls is the only sport where it is
not uncommon at club level to see players
in their seventies, eighties or nineties
compete against players in their teens or
twenties, and yet still be able to win.
2. England’s King James 1 was a fan of
lawn bowls. He once issued a publication
called The Book of Sport, in which he
condemned football and golf but
encouraged bowls.
3. King Henry V111 was a lawn bowler.
However, he banned the game for those
who were not wealthy because ‘Bowyes,
Fletchers, Stingers and Arrowhead
makers’ were spending more time at
recreational events such as bowls instead
of practicing their trades.

If you go past the Samford Bowls Club on
a day that isn’t a bowling day either:
Monday, Thursday of Friday you will
more than likely see either a blue Valiant
Sedan or a Bronze Valiant Ute. These
magnificent vintage cars are owned by
David and he drives whichever
takes his fancy on any given day to the
club. He is not just passionate about his
vehicles he is also passionate about
keeping the bowling greens and surrounds
pristine. He spends literally hours mowing,
spraying, picking up ‘duck dirt’ and
blowing the leaves away, along with a
myriad of other one off jobs.
David is one of the most dedicated
volunteer members in the club. David
spends many hours each week at the club
that largely goes unnoticed to many so we
can all enjoy the fabulous facility that we
all own.
He does have a small team of covolunteers that help out on a Friday
morning about every 4 weeks for about 2
hours but it is he who does most of the
ground work ensuring the enjoyment for
all bowlers.
Here is an invitation – approach David
when next you see him and thank him for
his work and also consider putting your
name forward to join his team!

4. The most famous story in lawn bowls is
with Sir Francis Drake and the Spanish
Armada. On July 18, 1588, Drake was
involved in a game of bowls at Plymouth
Hoe when he was notified that he Spanish
Armada were approaching. His
immortalized response was that “ We still
have time to finish the game and to thrash
the Spaniards, too.” He then proceeded to
finish the match that he lost before
embarking on the fight with the Armada
that he won. Whether this famous story
really took place has been heavily
debated.
5. Wood is an alternative name for a bowl.
It is derived from the fact that bowls were
once made using a dense hardwood:
lignum vitae.

Source: https://taylorbowls.com.au/7-funfacts-about-lawn-bowls

A big hand of applause for David!
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The Role of each player in the game of
lawn bowls – from our club coach
The Role of a Lead: In a team game the
lead: places the mat at the discretion of
the Skip, delivers the jack as close as
possible to a distance determined by the
Skip and plays draw shots close to the
jack to lay a good foundation for the
development of the head. The lead should
practice the art of delivering the jack and
try to perfect the basic shot of the game;
the draw shot.
The Role of a Second: The second
Introduces the team to opposing players.
When in a team of four the second should
have the capabilities to draw to the jack or
to a position as requested by the skip,
should be a competent ‘on shot’ player,
needs to be versatile and competent
player. In a fours game the second keeps
the scorecard and checks the score with
their opposite number after each end has
been declared. The scoreboard has to be
updated every alternate end.
The Role of a Third: The third player
should be versatile and experienced
player. Should be competent in playing all
shots i.e. draw, metre on, wresting shot,
on shot and drive, is the director for the
time spent at the head, acts as measurer
at the completion of an end. The third
player should have a good knowledge of
the rules.
The Role of a Skip: The skip is the
person in charge of a team. The skip
needs to have tactical and bowling skills,
directs the players to develop the head,
should be a capable exponent of the
game, should have the capabilities to get
the best from the team. Should have a
comprehensive knowledge of the rules,
must display encouragement and never
critical. The skip keeps the score at each
end on the card provided (Except in a
fours game when the second is
responsible), checks the score after each
end with the opponent, records the
progressive score on the scoreboard at
each alternate end and checks the total
score at the end of a game with the
opposing skip.
I know this is something you have all
heard before but it doesn’t hurt to be
reminded.
Janice Ridley
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SOME BOWLS ADAGES FROM LAST
CENTURY
Leads should bowl forehand in one
direction and backhand in the other.
Seconds should never be short.
Thirds should only speak when asked to
(luckily I normally played lead last
century!).
Skips only have to play three good bowls
each match, but they don't get to choose
which ones they are.
Neil Mason

Here's another Brain
Teaser for the
mathematically
inclined
from Marg Evans
Can you write down a
simple subtraction
sum I.e. A - B = C
where each of the
numbers A, B and C
are made up of 9 digits, 1 to 9 inclusive,
with each digit being used only once in
each number.
In preparation for the next Trivia Night
here is some useless information to
think about.
What do you call the small indentation
between your nose and upper lip?
It's called the Philtrum
Why is the funny bone called the funny
bone?
It's not actually a bone at all. It's actually a
nerve that runs along the outside of your
elbow called the ulnar nerve. When you hit
your elbow and the ulnar nerve rubs up
against the humerus it creates the strange
burning or tingling feeling the gives it it's
name.
pg.7

A story, as presented to his class, by my 7
year-old grandson, of his very
impressionable experience fishing with
both of his senile old grandfathers. He has
never forgotten this trip, and neither have
we!!!.
The Boat Trip
One day I went fishing with my pa and
grandad. We were driving for around 2030 minutes until we got there. After that
time pa, grandad and I were loading the
boat in the blue waves at a river.
We got in the boat and zooooomed! like
the wind into a river of a river. At first, we
parked the boat on land and fished off the
bank. I succeeded and got a baby bream
not like the other two, they just fiddled.
Once they stopped fiddling, we thought
this place was no good. Pa, grandad and I
thought we should move down the creek a
little bit. I thought it was a great idea
because that’s where we caught the fish
of the day, or was it? We will talk about
that later.
We thought we should stop by a gully with
a load of trees. This time they did not
fiddle.
Sometime later!
“When are we going to catch a fish”, soon
mate, soon mate said Pa. Just then Pa
said I’ve got something, I’ve got
something. He started to pull in a pretty
big whiting. Was this the catch of the day?
We thought well now we have something,
lets pull in some crabs matey. We drove
over to pot one. We were surprised to see
just a couple of illegal females. Pot two
there was absolutely nothing. Pot three
one illegal little crab. Pot four zero crabs
and so on. But by the end we had three
legal mud crabs. After that we decided we
should definitely move out into the ocean
(bay). We got there straight away and
threw out our fishing line with no fiddling.
Half an hour later Pa, grandad and I
thought we better go back to land and fish
off there. Pa, grandad and I tied the boat
to a massive tree. We threw out our lines
and waited. About two minutes in the
process, grandad caught a very small
sand crab. We thought this was an
excellent place for us to catch fish if
grandad caught a crab. Pa, grandad and I
were going everywhere catching whiting.
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About an hour later we got tired and had
our delicious crusty sandwiches. Once we
had got prepared, we went to pull in some
big, fat old crabs once again. First nothing.
Secondly a big pile of toadfish. Thirdly
nothing. Well, you get the hang of it. About
five pots from the end, it started to get
bumpy but that did not worry us. I pulled in
the next one it had a legal sand crab, we
thought how odd. Pa, grandad and I did
not think about that pot for long. The third
last pot had two sand crabs, that was
weird too. Second last was also weird, it
had one sand crab and I’ve not forgotten
the last pot had one sand crab as well.
Altogether we caught 5 mud crabs and 5
sand crabs. Grandad said “we better go
for one last run because this creek had
been so good to us”. So, we followed
grandad’s idea and went right down the
creek to as far s we could go. We parked
the boat and once again we tied the boat
to an old tree. Once we had done that, we
threw out our fishing lines.
Then PA, grandad and I waited. About 1
minute in the process, I caught the fish of
the day. That fish was approximately 12
centimetres long and 5 tall. Pa and
grandad were very jealous of my
wonderful pearly white whiting. We got
over it and threw out our lines again. Pa
said “why is he getting all the glory”. Once
again I caught a fish. You know how it
goes.
The time was 3:30pm. We gave up and
went up to the mouth of the creek. I saw
the great big white waves. They were
about 1.5 meters tall. I said “there’s a
ride”. As we sped down the river, we
started to slow down to about 5 km and
hour. PA, grandad and I thought how
dangerous this could be. Waves were
hitting the boat from every angle. We were
released into the ocean. The boat was
filling up fast! Pa had to shovel water out
with buckets! If we didn’t get to land, we
could drown. Grandad turned the boat to
half as slow again. He turned the boat 90
degrees left. We headed to shore but the
waves were getting fierce. We were
getting hit on every angle. Pa, grandad
and I landed on shore. The only problem
was the tide was going out! We grabbed
everything and chucked it out of the boat
for less weight.
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Pa and grandad shovelled out more water.
All that was useless because what they
really needed to do was to point the nose
out into the ocean, so that’s what we did.
There was just one last thing to do, and
that was to then turn the tip of our boat 90
degrees left. Once that happened, we
could be on our way. That had now been
done but the waves were still crashing on
us. Grandad and Pa said it was time
move, so I stood up and started walking
along the shore whilst they pulled the boat
in waist deep water.
In the meantime, they were pushing and
pulling the boat along the shoreline. We
were nearly around the corner but, just
before the corner was a large area of
deep rocky waters. It turned out around
the rocks was much more shallow than
expected. Now that they had made it
around into calmer waters, I must take a
large step onto the boat. Once safely
onboard we could drive safely back to the
boat ramp.
It was much calmer in this creek so we
were able to jump to normal speed and
soon enough we were at the boat ramp. At
the boat ramp, Pa tied us up while we
hopped out and to ourselves we thought
“now wasn’t that an adventure”.
As we unpacked everything, I counted
each fish and crab, in total we had five fish
and ten crabs. After all that jibber jabber,
we were on our way home. 25 minutes
later we were home relieved that
everything was normal and lunch was
ready!
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Editor Note: Although Colin’s recent
fishing trip with grandson Oscar wasn’t
as eventful as “The Boat Trip” they did
have some unique catches for the day.
If you have a ‘fishing’ story please
share it with us.

Col caught an umbrella!!

Not to be outdone Oscar caught a
boat!!
A fishing Joke
Three fishermen were fishing when they
came upon a mermaid. The mermaid
offered them each one wish. The first
fisherman said, “Double my IQ”, so the
mermaid did and to his surprise he started
reciting Shakespeare. Then the second
fisherman said, “Triple my IQ” so the
mermaid did and amazingly he started
doing maths problems he didn’t know
existed. The third fisherman was so
impressed he asked the mermaid to
quadruple his IQ and the mermaid said, “
are you sure about this? It will change
your whole life!”. The fisherman said,
“Yes” so the mermaid turned him into a
woman.
Source:https://www.scarymommy.com/
fishing-jokes
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From the Umpires’ Desk
The Etiquette of Bowls - Part 1
One definition of Etiquette is “the set of
rules or customs that define accepted
behaviour in particular social groups or
social situations”. It is also important to
note that many rules or customs of
etiquette in general have undertaken
remarkable change during the last several
decades. The current pandemic situation
has also brought about additional changes
that continue to impact on many of the
rules and customs generally adhered to in
society. In a game where concentration is
an integral part of the outcome, it is
incumbent on all of us to be aware of the
subtle impact that etiquette plays in the
enjoyment of the game of bowls, as
breaches in etiquette can easily lead to
breaches in concentration. Etiquette
breaches can therefore impact upon our
enjoyment of the game.

•
•

•

•
•

General Points to Consider
• Mobile phones should be turned off
unless you have been given special
permission by the umpire
• The area of the greens is fragile and
should be treated with care. This
includes wearing proper footwear, not
dropping, or tossing bowls onto the
green, sitting on the bank or having
your feet in the ditch
• At the start of your game greet your
opponents and make introductions all
round.
• One Skip must toss a coin and the
other call to decide who has the option
of bowling first. In a game of singles,
the Marker may toss. It is never
acceptable to roll a bowl as a means
of choosing which team has the option
of playing first
• When it is your team’s turn to bowl, it
is your mat and your head. Your
opponent should be away from both
and, if not, ask them politely to move
• Do not argue with the Skip about the
shot they ask you to play. Not only is it
bad etiquette but your hesitancy
shows a lack of confidence in the
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•

•

•

•

•

•

tactics and this can also affect team
harmony
Stand at least 1 metre behind the mat
while your opponent bowls
Keep quiet and still when players are
on the mat and refrain from having
conversations with players on
adjoining rinks. It is against the laws of
the game if players in possession of
the rink are interfered with, annoyed or
distracted in any way by their
opponents
While standing at the head waiting for
the player on the mat to bowl, stand
still between the boundary pegs, not in
front of the rink number or directly
behind the jack. Movement of head,
arms or equipment can be very
distracting
Always acknowledge exceptional play
by your team and opposition players
Never applaud lucky shots, never
complain about luck shots and admit a
lucky shot with good grace. Do not say
“thanks” or “well played” for a bad shot
that goes your way or clap if your
opponent gives away a shot
Team members should not coach or
criticise the performance of colleagues
during or after play ends – no one
plays a bad bowl on purpose
Concentrate on your own game for the
duration of the game. Be ready with
your bowl in hand when it is your time
to bowl
Do not walk in front of the last bowl
played by the Third – they have a right
to watch where their bowl finishes.
Walk up the middle of the rink, do not
stop and chat in the middle of the rink
Players at the head should be ready to
stop deflected bowls from crossing into
the adjacent rink and interfering with
neighbouring games. Be alert to
prevent bowls from adjacent rinks from
messing up your head. Pay attention
If the Umpire is called, move away.
The Umpire’s decision is not to be
questioned, it is final
Bowls should be carried up the rink,
particularly if another game is still in
pg.10

progress. Bowls should be carried up
the green if an end has been declared
dead, and bowls need to be
transferred. If the Skip does not play
their last bowl, it should be carried up
the rink, not thrown
• Bowlers should shake hands at the
end of the game. Be a gracious winner
and a good loser
• If watching a competition match,
please be seated away from either end
of the rink of play, so as not to disturb
the concentration of either player/s
• Onlookers and supporters should not
engage in conversation with the
player/s of a competition or with the
marker of a competition singles game
• Keep bowls bags closed and stowed in
a designated area to reduce the risk of
anybody tripping over bags or straps
• Players delivering a drive should warn
other players. Other players should
watch for players preparing to drive
and adopt a safe position preferably
on the bank or to one side
Sources: Sorrento Bowls Club Guide to
the Etiquette of Bowls; The Etiquette of
Bowls by J.P. Monro; Officiating Manual –
Marker, Measurer and National Umpire,
Bowls Australia.
Editors Note: Thank you Neil & Jo for this
detailed information. We will continue this
article in the next Newsletter so we can all
digest the importance of following the
etiquette of Bowls particularly when we
represent our Club in competitive interclub
play.

Although not in the dictionary, it is
reported that the word “Lexophile” is a
person who loves sentences such as:
“You can tune a piano, but you can’t tuna
fish” and
“To write with a broken pencil is pointless.”
An annual competition is held by the “New
York Times” to see who can write the best
original lexphile.
This year’s submissions were:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
Source:
https://za.pinterest.com/gouwsjoe/lawnbowls-cartoons/
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I changed my ipod’s name to Titanic.
It’s syncing now
England has no kidney bank, but it
does have a Liverpool.
Haunted French pancake gives me the
crepes.
A girl today said she recognised me
from the Vegetarian Club, but I swear
that I’ve never met herbivore.
I know a guy who’s addicted to
drinking brake fluid, but he says that
he can stop anytime.
A theif who stole a calendar got twelve
months.
When the smog lifts in Los Angeles,
U.C.L.A.
I got some batteries that were given
out free of charge.
A dentist and a manicurist married.
They fought tooth and nail.
A will is a dead giveaway.
With her marriage, she got a new
name and a dress.
Police were summoned to a day care
centre where a three-year old was
resisting a rest.
A bicycle can’t stand alone, its just two
tired.
Did you hear about the cross-eyed
teacher who lost her job because she
couldn’t control her pupils?
I’m reading a book about anti-gravity. I
can’t put it down ……..

Source: Jeff Himstedt
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This is a little bit of history for our members on the formation of the Ladies Bowling
Club: Submitted by Lesley Maher
This photo is a record of the first meeting of the Ladies Division of the SDBC held at the
Farmers Hall in Main Street Samford Village on 10th November 1949 at 8 o’clock.
First day of play was to be 30th November 1949, if the green was available. Ladies are to be
on the green by 2 o’clock.
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Upcoming fundraising event
Have you purchased your ticket?

Thank you to Tracey & Janice for this flyer and thank you to all the volunteers for
organising this event. It is sure to be a success.
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WORD WHEEL GAME
Find as many words as you can. Each word must contain the central letter and not
use any letter twice. There is one word that uses all 9 letters. Check to see if you got
more than the editors (their answers are on next page).

Facts on lawn bowls injuries
Lawn bowls is a popular form of physical and social activity in Australia. Lawn bowls is a
great way for people to develop their skills, coordination and fitness. Despite the sport being
non-contact, injuries can and do occur.
How many injuries?
Approximately one-fifth of hospital emergency department presentations resulting from lawn
bowls injury require hospitalisation. In 2006, 37 people were admitted to hospitals while 8
people visited emergency departments for lawn bowls related injuries (in the state of Victoria
alone). During this period, the hospitalisation rate was highest among those aged between
70 and 74 years.
The causes and types of injuries
Common causes of injuries are falls, overexertion, repetitive bowling movements and being
struck by a bowl. Fall injuries usually occur when a player either falls backwards over a bowl;
steps forward over the ditch, rather than sideways when crossing onto the green; or delivers
a bowl with incorrect balance.
The most common types of injuries are fractures, sprains and strains.
Injuries to the hip, thigh, knee and lower leg are most common.
Safety tips for lawn bowls
Good preparation is important
Avoid playing with a pre-existing illness or injury. If in doubt, talk to your doctor.
Warm up and stretch before play to improve joint range of motion, promote elasticity of
tendons and ligaments and prevent muscular strain.
Cool down after play to prevent stiffness and cardiovascular complications.
Undertake simple pre-season fitness testing to ensure you are fit for competition.
Undertake balance training and exercises to strengthen the lower extremities, back and
neck, to help prevent falls.
Source: Sports Medicine Australia - https://sma.org.au/resources-advice/lawn-bowls/
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Snap shots of Samford ladies fours team preparing to play
Champion of Champions on Saturday 17th July 2022 held at
Northern Suburbs
Jo had to finish the dregs of her coffee before
the game … much to Pam’s horror.
But Jo said: “it is the best part that
is left in the cup” ….
“being frugal” she said her mother would say.

Jo then decided she needed to
“strip” for the group photo

At last Jo was ready to join the group photo.
Photos compliments of Editor Colin who
was the cheer squad for the day
Editors’ answers to Word Wheel: Alto, hotel, cola, cool, tool, too, toe, lot, cot, hot, taco, coat, loot,
clothe, hoot, coot, hoe, coal, halo, clot, loo, echo, hole, cloth, chocolate (all nine letters).
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